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LUNDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED 
86 EGLlNTON A”E.EA5T 

TORONTO 12,ONT. 

REPORT ON THE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY 
OF THE AXIS AND J.G. CLAIM GROUPS 

MARGUERITE AREA, 
BRITISH COLUMB1.A 

FOR 
MR. J. S. SCOTT, VANCOUVER, B.C. 

INTRODUCTION 

During the period from iZpri1 5 to April 20, 1960, an 

electromagnetic survey was carried out on the Axis and J. G. 

Claim Groups in the Marguerite Area of British Columbia. An 

E.M. Gun unit, developed and built by AB Elektrisk Malmlatning 

of Stockholm, Sweden, was used on this survey. 

A total of 71,700 feet of profile was surveyed on Axis 

Claims Nos. I to 8 and 16, and J. G. Claims Nos. 11 to 14, 3, 4. 

and 7. 

The survey was conducted in a broad valley. It is thought 

that overburden cover on most of the property is heavy. 



THE GEOPHYSICAL SURV:EY 

The Method 

The Electromagnetic Gun ( E. M. Gun) , is a two-man portable 

equipment for ore prospecting by the electromagnetic inductive 

method. It makes use of the fact that when an electrical current is 

subjected to a primary alternating field; a secondary current is 

induced in the conductor. This current produces a secondary 

alternating field which, together with the primary field, produces 

a resultant field of different amplitude and phase from the applied 

primary field. These differences indicate the presence of the 

conductor. In E.M. Gun investigations the primary field ia set up 

by a transmitter unit. consisting of a transistorized oscillator and 

a transmitter coil wound on a ferrite core (the transmitter staff). 

The measurements are ma~de with a receiver unit consisting of a 

receiver staff and a compensator-amplifier unit. A pair of head- 

phones connected to the ampIifier serve as a null instrument when 

measuring. The transmitter and the receiver staffs are connected 

to the compensator-receiver unit by a light weight reinforced cable. 

E.M. Gun investigations may be used to locate vertical or 

steeply dipping conductors down to a depth of about 0.8 times the 



tranrmittor-rrccfvrrr ‘i&tonG~. Nori6ootal or flatly dippAng 

conductors can be detected down to a depth of about twic6 the 

transmitter-receiver separation. The E. M. Gun may also be 

uacd to determine tha inclination of the field at the receiver; for 

than0 measurements, no conn8ctioa ia required between the tuna- 

mitter and the receiver and they may be separated by PS rn~~cb as 

100 mctrea. 

Corrections for clevatfoa changes bavc been a;lplied ta the 

obaervationa wherever necessary. Staff tieparation throughout 

the survey wan 200 feet. 

R45ults of tile hlrvcy 

the map, nombcx 270-l. drawn to a beala of one inch 6quoi 

to 200 feet, accompantca this report. This map abows ths real and 

imaginary c0mp0n4at5 of tbr electromagnetic field. Jiawn lo profile. 

Anomalous ~~IIB are contoured and colourcd omnp. The rrurvag 

is divided into two areat+. Area No. A comprimm tha northern portion; 

.A rea No. AI, 3. G. Claims 3 and 4. 

Several anomalow kinks were eacouzttcrrad on the pmparty. 



PAGE NO. 4 

Area No. I 

At 400 k on line 4800 S. an anomaly, having a 15% real 

component intensity, shows an indefinite strike of N 65 E. The 

conductor appears to dip to the west. The broad nature of the 

curve suggests a relatively deep-seated conductor. The lack of 

continuity of this zone to the north. could be caused by increased 

depth. 

East of the most northerly lake, at 800 E on line 2000 S, 

an anomaly occurs on a single line. For this reason, the indicated 

strike of the conductor is questionable. The positive imaginary 

component on this anomaiy suggests a flat-lying conductor, possibly 

in the overburden. 

A minor zone occurs between 1250 E on line 7200 S and 

1150 E on line 7600 S and is open at both ends. This zone strikes 

about N 45O ‘vi. The depth to the conductor is uncertain. However, 

the relatively broad nature of the real component cuwc. indicates 

a fair depth. 

Area No. II - 

The most interesting conductive aone on the property occurs 



in Area No.ff. It shows a definite strike length over 900 feet aad 

an indefinite length over 2500 feet. This zone strikes north and 

appears to dip to the west. 

It should be pointed out that, although definite, these 

anomalies are aot intense. This lack of intensity could be due to 

either; (a) a aarrow and deep-seated conductor, or; (b) a disseminated 

and near-surface feature. A test run on tbs nafghbouring Major 

Mines property produced a well-defined 20% real anomaly over a 

15 inch sulphide vein at the surface. Therefore, it is possible that 

the anomalies encountered on J. G. Claims 3 and 4, represent a 

similar feature but at greater depth. 

CONCLUSIONS 

The electromagnetic anomalies OP the J. G. and Axis Claims, 

although relatively well definod. do not warrant diamond drilling 

before further work is doae. The anomalous eonas should be 

tborongbly prospected. paying particular attention to mineralized 

float. Should sufficient corroborating evidence be fouad to warrant 

drilling, tbe southern portion of the Area No II anomaly appears to 

be the best location. 



An alternative program would bs to re-survey tbs interesting 

anomaliae with a deep penetrating geophysical method. such a5 ths 

resistivity ratiograpb. Such a survey might provide more diagnostic 

information regarding the deptb and width of the conductive 40114-a. 

Re5pectfully submitted. 

LUNDBERG EXPLORATXONS LIMITED 

Robert A. Knutson 
Geologist 

Toronto, Ontario 
May 16 
1960 



LUNDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED 
96 EGLINTON A”E.EASI 

TORONTO !Z,ONT. 
II 

STATEMENT FOR ASSESSMENT PURPOSES 

1. Field Work - Kolbjorn Lovang - Operator - 7 days 

Are1 Berglund - Helper - 7 days 

2. Interpretation & Report - R. A. Knutson - 4 daye 

3. Draughting - C. Lcamoa - 2 days 

Qualifications 

Mr. Lovang has worked in mining geophysics for the past 
three years and has bean employed by Lundberg EYxplorations since 

I August, 1959. 

Mr. Knutson. refer to Department File No. 166 for a summary 
of qualifications. 

Re~peetfully submitted, 

LUNDBERG EXPLORATIONS LIMITED, 

Robert A. Knutson, 
Geologist. 

Toronto, Ontario 
May 16 
1960 






